Bariatric endoscopy: current primary therapies and endoscopic management of complications and other related conditions
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Abstract

The steady increase in bariatric surgery has led to room for innovation. Endoscopy has become an important tool for evaluation, diagnosis, management of complications, and even for primary bariatric interventions. Leaks are the most feared complication and new endoscopic therapies have been developed such as septotomy, double-pigtail stents, and endoscopic vacuum therapy. Additionally, primary bariatric endoscopic procedures are gaining popularity and the new procedures include intragastric balloons, stoma reduction, aspiration therapy, among others. The altered anatomy and reoperation increase the risk of complications after bariatric surgery, especially when managing conditions like achalasia, gastroparesis, and cholelithiasis. Per-oral endoscopic myotomy, per-oral pyloromyotomy, and endoscopic ultrasound-guided transgastric endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography provide a less invasive approach to address these conditions. This narrative review article intends to expose current endoscopic therapies for the management of primary bariatric procedures, complications and related conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

Each year the rise of the obesity population poses a global concern, affecting more than 600 million people worldwide. Different measures have been implemented to approach this matter and bariatric surgery...
remains the most effective treatment for sustained weight loss and improvement of comorbidities\cite{2}. The American Society for Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery (ASMBS) reported 252,000 bariatric surgeries performed in 2018, an increase of 24,000 cases as compared to 2017\cite{3}. The steady increase of bariatric procedures each year has led to room for innovation. Angrisani \textit{et al.}\cite{4} reported that 4\% of bariatric procedures corresponded to endoluminal procedures but this percentage may be underestimated. Endoscopy has become an important tool for evaluation, diagnosis, management of complications, and even as primary bariatric interventions. Besides gastrointestinal specialists, advanced endoscopic procedures can be additionally performed by bariatric surgeons who have the knowledge and skills to perform them. Nonetheless, it is important to emphasize that management of these patients must be done in a multidisciplinary approach with enough expertise to handle these cases, which includes participation of both the bariatric and gastrointestinal specialists.

Endoscopy can be applied in various ways in bariatics, including preoperative evaluation to study the anatomy, preoperative planning for revisions, intraoperative management to address inadvertent technical errors, postoperative management for complications, primary bariatric procedures, among other applications. With the evolution of minimally invasive techniques, endoscopy stands as an attractive alternative for the management of obesity. Bariatric endoscopy is an essential tool in the armamentarium of surgeons dedicated to the management of morbid obesity. These less-invasive endoscopic techniques serve as a promising alternative for the management of bariatric patients.

**PRIMARY PROCEDURES**

Bariatric surgery stands as the most effective therapy for sustained weight loss and improvement of comorbidities\cite{5,6}. The ever-rising epidemic of obesity has led physicians to develop non-surgical alternatives for the management of these patients. Endoscopic management of obese patients has several benefits over bariatric surgery such as the less-invasive nature of the procedures and fewer complications. A summary of available endoscopic therapies can be found in Table 1. Additionally, endoscopic techniques give the opportunity to patients who are not eligible for surgery or who prefer a less-invasive approach.

**Intragastric balloons**

Intragastric balloons (IGB) were first used in 1982 with the purpose of inducing a sense of satiety by a space-occupying device\cite{7}. Various types of IGB have been developed; however, only three of them are FDA approved, the Orbera, ReShape, and the Obalon IGB\cite{8}. The most common intragastric balloon used worldwide is the Bioenterics Intragastric Balloon which is made of silicone-based material and filled with...
saline or air that can hold up to 400 to 800 mL\(^\text{[5]}\). In the United States, it is sold as the Orbera Intragastric Balloon System (Apollo Endosurgery, Austin, TX), which was approved for use in 2015\(^\text{[6]}\). Other available balloons include ReShape (ReShape Medical Inc., San Clemente, CA) that consists of a dual balloon system. The Obalon (Obalon Therapeutics, San Diego, CA) is distinguished from the others because it is placed in the stomach by swallowing a deflated balloon in the form of a capsule, thus having a smaller capacity (250 mL)\(^\text{[6]}\).

A study evaluated the use of the Orbera intragastric balloon alone and before definite bariatric surgery over a period of 16 years. The authors reported positive short-term outcomes for the use of IGB alone, with EWL of 17.2% at 1 year; however, after 2 years weight loss was not maintained. The patients who had placement of the IGB and then underwent bariatric surgery had long-term sustained weight loss. The authors concluded that IGB should be used as a bridge therapy to definitive therapy\(^\text{[10]}\). Moore et al.\(^\text{[11]}\) evaluated the outcomes at 6 months in 1,343 patients who had one or up to three Obalon IGB placed. The majority of adverse events were mild and did not require intervention; nonetheless, two severe adverse events were reported which included balloon slippage to the pylorus and gastric perforation. Although weight loss was achieved in the population studied, long-term data are still needed to prove its efficiency. The most common adverse events reported with the use of IGB are abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, and balloon deflation\(^\text{[10-12]}\). The use of IGB should be considered as either bridge therapy to definitive bariatric surgery or in patients who need only moderate weight loss in combination with behavior modification.

**Aspiration therapy**

Aspiration therapy removes up to 30% of gastric contents after a meal through a percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy tube thus reducing the amount of chyme that reaches the small bowel for absorption\(^\text{[13,14]}\). It should be considered in cases of severe obesity as a bridge therapy to more effective weight loss procedures. The AspireAssist System (AspireAssist; Aspire Bariatrics, King of Prussia, PA) has two components, the A-Tube and the skin-port that is attached to the tube and in the US is approved for patients with BMI of 35 to 55 kg/m\(^2\) who have previously failed to lose weight with non-surgical alternatives. Four studies have been conducted to evaluate the effects of aspiration therapy on weight loss\(^\text{[13]}\). A US pilot study comprised of 18 obese patients, compared weight loss outcomes in patients with aspiration therapy (n = 11) and patients with lifestyle therapy (n = 7) at 1 year. The aspiration therapy group lost 18.6% ± 2.3% of their body weight versus 5.9% ± 5.0% in the lifestyle therapy group\(^\text{[15]}\). A multi-center, randomized, controlled trial, the PATHW AY trial, evaluated 1-year outcomes in 207 patients who had the aspiration system (AspireAssist System) placed compared to patients who had lifestyle counseling alone. The authors reported 37.2% EWL in the AspireAssist System group and 13.0% EWL in the lifestyle counseling group. Additionally, the Impact of Weight on Quality of Life score had a higher increase in the treated group across all five score measures. The majority of adverse events occurred within 7 days of the procedure and included peristomal granulation tissue, abdominal pain, nausea/vomiting, and other less infrequent events. Five serious adverse events were reported in 4 patients and consisted of peritonitis, severe abdominal pain, pre-pyloric ulcer, and A-tube replacement because of skin-port malfunction\(^\text{[16]}\). A multicenter study conducted in Europe included 201 participants and followed them at 1, 2, 3, and 4 years after the procedure. The authors reported reduction in weight, glycated hemoglobin, triglycerides, and blood pressure. There were serious complications that included buried bumpers in 7 participants which resolved by replacement/removal of the A-Tube, and one case of peritonitis that resolved with antibiotic treatment\(^\text{[17]}\). Although preliminary results seem promising, this device can't be applied alone for obesity management which makes it a less attractive alternative.

**Endoluminal bypass liners**

There are two endoluminal bypass liners that are still being trialed and yet to be FDA-approved, the gastro-duodenal bypass liner and the duodeno-jejunal bypass sleeve. Both systems create a mechanical barrier between food and the proximal small bowel, which mimic the excluded biliopancreatic limb of a Roux-
en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB)\textsuperscript{[14,15]}. The most studied of these devices is the duodeno-jejunal bypass sleeve known as the Endobarrier (GI Dynamics, Boston, MA) which is removed endoscopically 12 months after placement\textsuperscript{[16]}. Several trials have demonstrated the potential benefit of the Endobarrier for weight loss and improved glucose control. A pilot study comprised 12 patients, reported a mean %EWL of 23.6\% in 12 weeks and only two patients required removal of the Endobarrier due to inappropriate device placement. Of the 12 patients included, four were diabetic and did not require their diabetes medications during the time the device was placed\textsuperscript{[20]}. A prospective trial of 42 subjects reported that the device was successfully implanted in 39 patients and they were followed up for 1 year. They reported a 19.9\% ± 1.8\% reduction of total body weight loss and the EWL was 47.0\% ± 4.4\%\textsuperscript{[21]}. Although some studies have reported positive outcomes with this device, others have reported various adverse effects\textsuperscript{[7,14]}. The ValenTx (ValenTx, Inc. Carpinteria, CA, USA) is a gastro-duodenal bypass liner that is still being studied and little data exists regarding long-term outcomes. A study involving 12 patients who had the ValenTx device placed for 1 year demonstrated a mean percentage EWL of 54\% but only 6 of the patients had a fully attached and functional device\textsuperscript{[22]}. Further studies and improvement of the device are still needed for the device to be approved and considered as an option for obesity.

### Transpyloric shuttle

The Transpyloric Shuttle (TPS) (BARONova Inc, San Carlos, CA) is a large spherical bulb attached to a smaller cylindrical bulb through a catheter that results in delayed gastric emptying and is FDA approved. It is delivered transorally in the stomach and once it has been deployed, gastric and intestinal contractions pull the TPS into the duodenum which stops at the pylorus, causing intermittent gastric outlet obstruction and thus, delaying gastric emptying. Few studies have evaluated its safety and effectiveness. A single-center prospective, non-randomized trial of 20 patients with a mean BMI of 36.0 kg/m\textsuperscript{2} reported a mean EWL of 31.3\% ± 15.7\% at 3 months and a mean EWL of 50.0\% ± 26.4\% at 6 months. The device had to be removed in two cases due to persistent gastric ulceration\textsuperscript{[23]}. A multicenter randomized sham-controlled trial in the US evaluated the safety and effectiveness of the TPS for weight loss. All patients (n = 203) who were treated with TPS reported an adverse event and 10/203 patients presented with a serious adverse event, no mortality was reported\textsuperscript{[24]}. These results have not yet been published but the preliminary results demonstrate that there is still a need for improvement so that it can be safely used in obese patients.

### Magnetic compression gastrojejunostomy

Magnetic surgery for gastrointestinal surgery is an appealing approach that offers promising results\textsuperscript{[25]}. The Incisionless Magnetic Anastomosis System (GI Windows, Boston, MA) creates an intestinal bypass through compression of self-assembling magnets delivered endoscopically. The magnets are deployed in the proximal jejunum and in the ileum with the use of pediatric colonoscopes under fluoroscopic visualization. Once the magnets are deployed, they will couple and cause necrosis in the tissue, which leads to the formation of an anastomosis and a dual pathway. The magnets will be expelled naturally after a couple of days. Ryou \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{[26]} evaluated the feasibility of this device on eight pigs. By day 10, the anastomosis had already been formed and by day 90, the magnets had been completely expelled with full anastomotic patency. The first human pilot study included ten patients and used laparoscopy to confirm adequate magnet coupling. The anastomosis was created in all subjects and no device-related serious adverse events were reported. Patency of the anastomosis was confirmed at 2, 6, and 12 months. The mean total weight loss was 14.6\% and the mean excess weight loss was 40.2\% at 12 months. This study also showed a decrease in Hemoglobin A\textsubscript{1C} and fasting glucose in diabetic patients\textsuperscript{[27]}. Even though these results sound promising, further studies and longer-term results are needed to confirm the utility of the incisionless anastomotic system.

### Mucosal resurfacing for diabetes

Duodenal mucosal resurfacing (DMR) is a procedure that consists of hydrothermal ablation of the duodenal mucosa. Once the catheter is advanced into the duodenum, a balloon is inflated with heated
water to ablate the duodenal mucosa circumferentially. This therapy has shown positive outcomes in management for diabetes\(^\text{[14,28,29]}\). The hypothesis behind it is that through duodenal mucosal ablation, there will re-epithelialization with normal mucosa\(^\text{[14]}\). A prospective multicenter trial showed sustained improvement of glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) at 12 months in 37 patients with type 2 diabetes (T2D) who underwent DMR\(^\text{[28]}\). DMR has shown improvement in glycaemic control in patients with T2D; however, the mechanisms of how glycemic control is achieved are still under study.

**Endoscopic sleeve gastroplasty**

The endoscopic sleeve gastroplasty is a procedure whose technique has been modified to achieve better results. The procedure is done with the use of The Overstitch (Apollo Endosurgery, Austin, TX) suturing device which was recently approved by the FDA. The procedure consists of the placement of transmural sutures in a triangular fashion such that it creates a tubular shape similar to sleeve gastrectomy [Figure 1]\(^\text{[14,30]}\). A prospective study that included 154 patients, evaluated total body weight loss (TBWL) at 1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 months after endoscopic gastroplasty using The Overstitch (Apollo Endosurgery, Austin, TX). At 2 years of follow-up, 85.7% of patients surpassed the threshold of 25%EWL, suggested by the American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ASGE) and the ASMBS\(^\text{[30]}\). 193 patients from 7 centers underwent endoscopic sleeve gastrectomy using The Overstitch device and were followed up at 6 months and 1 year after the procedure. There was a BMI decrease of 5 and 6 points at 6 months and 1 year, respectively. Most adverse events were mild and included nausea and emesis. Two severe adverse events were reported that required surgical intervention, one patient presented with a perigastric hematoma 1 week after the procedure and the second patient was found to have a leak 3 days after the procedure\(^\text{[31]}\). As anatomy is not altered with this procedure, it allows for reintervention if required. This procedure has proven to be feasible with positive long-term outcomes\(^\text{[30,31]}\); however, there has yet to be a consensus of whether this procedure should be considered over other primary bariatric procedures.

**INNOVATIONS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF COMPLICATIONS**

Although low in incidence, patients may present with complications after bariatric surgery. It is important to do a thorough evaluation of the patient to determine the diagnosis and advocate proper management.
Common symptoms involve nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, inadequate gain loss or weight regain, dysphagia, dyspepsia, reflux, increased stools, among others \cite{32,33}. Complications may present in the early or late postoperative period. They can present as hemorrhage, leaks, fistulas, strictures, ulcers, or erosion and their management will depend according to the type of complication. When the patients’ condition is suitable, less invasive techniques are preferred. Many endoscopic procedures have been widely used over the years; however, newer devices have been recently developed.

Leaks
One of the most feared complications of bariatric surgery is the development of gastric leaks and fistulas. Even though leaks have a low incidence rate, their presentation causes a 2-fold increase in mortality and a 6-fold increase in hospital stay \cite{34}. In RYGB patients, most leaks arise at the gastrojejunal anastomosis, whereas in laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG), they are usually found along the staple line \cite{35} and at the gastroesophageal junction \cite{36-38}. Leaks can be classified according to their time of presentation as acute, early, late, or chronic; presenting < 1, 1-6, 6-12, > 12 weeks after surgery, respectively \cite{39}. Endoscopic treatment with the use of stents, sealants, or clips has been broadly used in bariatric surgery with positive outcomes described in the literature \cite{40,41}. Of these, the most common used are stents. New and innovative endoscopic procedures are now available and suppose a promising alternative.

Septotomy
Abscess septotomy is a procedure utilize to control late to chronic leaks, that consists in dividing the septum formed between the abscess cavity and the gastric lumen. This allows for equalization of pressures in both cavities, favoring the drainage of the abscess cavity into the sleeve lumen [Figure 2]. Ortega et al.\cite{37} reported their experience with chronic leaks after LSG that were managed successfully with abscess septotomy in combination with aggressive dilation of the sleeve and axis rectification in order to promote distal drainage and improved management of the intraluminal pressures. Shnell et al.\cite{39} reported 10 patients with late and chronic leaks that were also effectively managed with septotomy. The authors performed on average 5 endoscopic sessions to completely resolve the leak. Nonetheless, two cases with a small perigastric cavity (< 15 mm), only needed one session to achieve leak resolution. They consider several sessions necessary to adequately drain the abscess cavity, as well as performing stricture dilation for better outcomes. This procedure represents a safe, feasible, and less invasive approach that should be strongly considered for the management of late and chronic postoperative leaks \cite{42-45}. In our center, we prefer...
septotomy in combination with aggressive axis rectification using achalasia balloons. Septotomy procedures have better results in abscess with larger cavities. For linear abscess in which a septum dividing the lumen and the abscess cavity is small or minimal, we opt to use a pigtail catheter to control the abscess with endoluminal drainage. Unfortunately, some cases end up in esophagojejunostomy operations.

**Double-Pigtail stent**

Another technique available for late and chronic leaks that has gained more popularity over the recent years due to its safety, efficacy, lower cost, and good tolerance is the use of double pigtail stents. The procedure is performed by advancing a guidewire into the communicating collection under fluoroscopic guidance. Once the guidewire is in place, a double-pigtail stent is placed, which allows drainage of the abscess into the gastric cavity[24]. A systematic review included 385 patients with gastric leak after sleeve gastrectomy that were treated with double-pigtail stents as a primary or secondary procedure. The success rate of leak resolution by using the double-pigtail stent as a first-line therapy or as a rescue therapy was 84.71% and 78.05%, respectively. The study also reported a complication rate of 13.73%, the most common being drainage migration. Furthermore, the authors conclude that this technique has proven to be efficient and well-tolerated, with the additional benefit of reducing costs by having a shorter length of stay[24].

**Endoscopic vacuum therapy**

Endoscopic vacuum therapy (EVT) is a technique that is increasingly used among surgeons and endoscopists to treat leaks. The procedure consists of the placement of a sponge drainage system into the perigastric cavity, which drains the content of the leak by applying negative pressure. This system can be placed intracavitary or within the stomach lumen at the entrance to the perigastric cavity[46,47]. Archid et al.[46] reported 8 patients who developed a staple line leak following sleeve gastrectomy that were treated with EVT. The leak resolved completely in seven of the eight cases, representing an 87.5% success rate. Only one complication was reported in a patient who developed bleeding from a short gastric vessel. A study developed an online survey to evaluate the current practice of international expert therapeutic endoscopists regarding the management of upper gastrointestinal leaks. The study showed that EVT allowed for adequate drainage of the cavity and warranted granulation[42]. One major limitation of this procedure is that the sponge needs to be replaced every 3 to 5 days[42,47]. Nonetheless, EVT is a safe and feasible approach for leak management.

**Weight regain**

Weight regain or insufficient weight loss can be challenging to manage and involves a thorough multifactorial and multidisciplinary evaluation. In our center we start with endoscopic and imaging (UGI) evaluation to assess for complications. In particular, we assess for gastrojejunal dilation, pouch dilation, gastro-gastro fistulae, etc. All patients undergo nutritional and psychological evaluation to modify habits and behaviors. Occasionally, pharmacotherapy is added to the treatment in order to maximize success.

There are several endoscopic options to manage weight regain. The gastrojejunal anastomosis size can be reduced in order to maximize restriction. Transoral outlet reduction (TORe), aims to reduce the size of the anastomosis by placing sutures in specific locations surrounding the anastomosis. The OverStitch (Apollo Endosurgery, Austin, TX) and the EndoCinch (Bard Davol, Murray Hill, NJ) are two devices that can be used for the TORe procedure. The OverStitch has proven to be more effective for weight loss compared to the EndoCinch and is used in a similar fashion as for endoscopic sleeve gastroplasty but following the TORe technique[46]. The first technique involved placing interrupted sutures at the gastrojejunal anastomosis and the second, the creation of a pursestring. The latter resulted in greater weight loss at 12 months compared to the traditional interrupted suture pattern (19.8 %EWL with the purse-string technique vs. 11.7 %EWL with the interrupted technique, P < 0.001)[49]. Various studies have demonstrated the safety and feasibility of this procedure. A recent study evaluated the amount of weight loss at 1, 3, and
5 years after the initial TORe in 331 post-RYGB patients who had weight regain or inadequate weight loss. The results showed that TORe is a safe, effective, and durable therapy for weight regain following RYGB\(^{[50]}\).

Restorative Obesity Surgery, Endolumenal (ROSE) is another available option to reduce the size of the gastric pouch and the anastomosis. The procedure consists of placement of sutures that surround the anastomosis or in the stomach wall creating plications that allow for stoma reduction. A prospective multicenter study that included 116 patients, reported that ROSE was successfully performed in 112 patients and had an average of %EWL of 18\(^{[51]}\).

**Strictures**

Strictures after bariatric surgery represent a technical challenge. The incidence of this complication varies significantly based on different operations and different technique. Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) has the highest incidence of anastomotic strictures ranging from 3\%-27\%\(^{[52]}\) while the incidence of stenosis after LSG ranges from 0.2\% to 4\%\(^{[53]}\). The most common technique to treat this problem is endoscopic balloon dilation.

Dilation of gastro-jejunostomy strictures with endoscopic balloons has proven to be highly successful. In a study that included sixty-one patients, all responded to dilation without need for formal surgical revision with a 2.2\% incidence of perforation\(^{[52]}\). The technique involves proper identification of the anatomy and estimation of the narrowing. The diameter of commonly used diagnostic upper endoscopes ranges between 9 and 10 mm. Inability to pass the scope necessitates the use of smaller balloons, typically 6 or 8 mm. Sequential dilations can be attempted using manometric feedback. Once a maximal diameter is reached, the balloon is held in place for 1 min. We rarely exceed a diameter of 15 mm after LRYGB at our institution. Long standing strictures are less likely to resolve with endoscopic dilatation and may require operative revision.

**MANAGEMENT OF CONCOMITANT CONDITIONS IN THE BARIATRIC PATIENT**

Like any other patient, multiple gastrointestinal conditions may arise such as achalasia, gastroparesis, and cholelithiasis; however, their management pose a challenge for the surgeon as the anatomy is altered after bariatric surgery and reoperative fields increase the risk of complications. New endoscopic have been described and are currently taking more predominance than the surgical approach.

**Achalasia in bariatrics**

Obesity impacts esophageal function by altering the lower esophageal sphincter resting pressures and motility. Achalasia is an uncommon disease that could also present concomitantly after bariatric surgery. Myotomy had been the preferred therapy to treat patients with achalasia\(^{[54]}\). Most recently, Inoue et al.\(^{[55]}\) introduced esophageal myotomy endoscopically instead of open surgery or laparoscopically, the procedure known as per-oral endoscopy myotomy (POEM). The therapy consists of dissection of the circular muscle bundle through a previously created submucosal tunnel at the gastroesophageal junction; after completion, the mucosal entry is closed with hemostatic clips. Symptom control after POEM is comparable to that seen with laparoscopic Heller myotomy (LHM)\(^{[14-56]}\). If achalasia presents in post-bariatric patients, the management remains the same as with a normal anatomy patient. However, given that performing LHM would involve an additional operation and thus, potential increased operative risk, we consider POEM a better, non-surgical, less invasive alternative in this setting as well as for failed LHM where POEM serves as a feasible, safe, and minimally invasive technique\(^{[57,58]}\). We believe that POEM should be considered as first option for managing patients with achalasia after bariatric surgery. Recently, Sanaei et al.\(^{[59]}\) explored the outcomes of POEM in 10 patients with RYGB anatomy that presented with achalasia. All patients were treated successfully, with no complications, and significant symptom improvement. Luo et al.\(^{[60]}\) also reported a case of a 67-year-old female with previous RYGB that developed achalasia and was successfully
treated with POEM. Bashir et al.\textsuperscript{[54]} described 6 patients with achalasia and surgical history of RYGB who underwent POEM; all but one patient had improvement of symptoms. While this procedure requires advanced endoscopic skills and more studies in obese patients are required, it shows to be a promising alternative for the management of achalasia in post-bariatric patients as it avoids manipulation of an already explored hiatus, providing greater benefit for the patient.

Gastroparesis in bariatrics

Gastroparesis is characterized by a delay in gastric emptying without a mechanical obstruction that includes a multifactorial etiology. Previously therapies used include botulinum toxin injection, endoscopic transpyloric stent placement and fixation, and laparoscopic pyloroplasty\textsuperscript{[61]}. Endoscopic per-oral pyloromyotomy (POP), also known as gastric per-oral endoscopic myotomy (G-POEM), was recently introduced as an alternative therapy for pyloric dysfunction. A mucosal lift is performed along the lesser curve of the stomach with a regular gastroscope. With an endoscopic knife, a transverse mucostomy is made after which, a submucosal tunnel is developed using the same instrument. The pylorus is then identified and divided completely [Figure 3]. Once finished, the mucostomy is closed with several endoscopic clips\textsuperscript{[62]}. It is worth mention that this procedure is more technically demanding and requires advanced endoscopic skills to perform. Rodriguez et al.\textsuperscript{[63]} assessed 100 patients with refractory gastroparesis that were treated with POP. Preoperatively, the mean BMI was 25.3 kg/m\textsuperscript{2}. Of those, 21% of the patients had a BMI > 30 kg/m\textsuperscript{2}. There was improvement of the Gastroparesis Cardinal Symptom Index (GCSI) score on all types of gastroparesis. Complications occurred in 10% of the patients including gastrointestinal bleeding, dehydration, capnoperitoneum, and subcutaneous emphysema. Farha et al.\textsuperscript{[64]} reported a case of a 43-year-old female with a history of LSG who presented with upper gastrointestinal obstructive symptoms that worsened progressively. After not responding to medical therapy or endoscopic pneumatic balloon dilation, the physicians decided to perform endoscopic per-oral pyloromyotomy. The patient was successfully treated without complications. In our experience, post-sleeve patients with gastroparesis have been safely and effectively managed with POP. Nonetheless, there is insufficient evidence in obese patients and further studies are needed.
Cholelithiasis in bariatrics
Up to 30% of patients may develop gallstones 24 months after bariatric surgery if associated with significant weight loss. The altered anatomy following bariatric surgery poses a challenge for the management of cholelithiasis. The preferred approach in these situations is laparoscopy-assisted endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (LA-ERCP)\textsuperscript{[65]}. However, this therapy requires multiple specialty team participation which may sometimes complicate the scenario. For this matter, a new endoscopic therapy was developed and can be performed by a single team with the use of an endoscopic ultrasound (EUS). The EUS-guided transgastric ERCP (EDGE) requires accessing the excluded stomach from the gastric pouch and creating a gastrogastric or jejunogastric fistula by using a lumen-apposing metal stent, after which a conventional ERCP is performed\textsuperscript{[65,66]}. Kedia \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{[65]} compared technical and clinical outcomes of EDGE and LA-ERCP in post-RYGB patients. The success rate for therapeutic ERCP was achieved in 96.5% and 97.7% for each group, respectively. The adverse event rate reported was 24% (7/29) for the EDGE group and 19% (8/43) for the LA-ERCP group. The events included perforation, pancreatitis, stent dislodgement, and bleeding; similar to those reported by Tyberg \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{[66]}. A multicenter experience using EDGE procedure demonstrated that it can be safely and effectively applied in postbariatric patients with biliary disease. Although both these studies have shown positive outcomes, prospective studies are needed to confirm its effectiveness and outcomes.

CONCLUSION
Minimally invasive techniques have progressed significantly over the past years. Management of obesity continues to expand, and multiple devices are now available to address these patients. Most of the endoscopic procedures mentioned have demonstrated positive outcomes with an adequate safety profile; nonetheless, there is still an opportunity for device improvement as well as physician expertise. It is of utter importance that bariatric surgeons are dexterous with the endoscope as it is a crucial tool to manage obese patients, not only as an adjuvant but also as a primary procedure. The utility of endoscopy for management in the obese population has increased substantially among our practice. We believe that the endoscopic approach in bariatrics is an appealing alternative to consider as first-line therapy. While there is still a need for long-term results and further progress, these new endoscopic techniques provide promising alternatives in the management for obesity.
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